A network-based zoning for parallel whole-cell simulation.
In Computational Cell Biology, whole-cell modeling and simulation is an absolute requirement to analyze and explore the cell of an organism. Despite few individual efforts on modeling, the prime obstacle hindering its development and progress is its compute-intensive nature. Towards this end, little knowledge is available on how to reduce the enormous computational overhead and which computational systems will be of use. In this article, we present a network-based zoning approach that could potentially be utilized in the parallelization of whole-cell simulations. Firstly, we construct the protein-protein interaction graph of the whole-cell of an organism using experimental data from various sources. Based on protein interaction information, we predict protein locality and allocate confidence score to the interactions accordingly. We then identify the modules of strictly localized interacting proteins by performing interaction graph clustering based on the confidence score of the interactions. By applying this method to Escherichia coli K12, we identified 188 spatially localized clusters. After a thorough Gene Ontology-based analysis, we proved that the clusters are also in functional proximity. We then conducted Principal Coordinates Analysis to predict the spatial distribution of the clusters in the simulation space. Our automated computational techniques can partition the entire simulation space (cell) into simulation sub-cells. Each of these sub-cells can be simulated on separate computing units of the High-Performance Computing (HPC) systems. We benchmarked our method using proteins. However, our method can be extended easily to add other cellular components like DNA, RNA and metabolites. . Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.